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Set a fun tone for your camp meals with fiesta style brightly colored paper plates and napkins! 

 

Serves 2 

In a pan over a camp stove 

Heat butter in a pan, then sauté the onions till tender. Add the jalapeno pepper stirring till combined and 

slightly softened. Add the tomato and chicken; cook till heated through. Optional: add seasoning and beer. 

 1 Tablespoon butter 

 ½ small onion-chopped 

 1 jalapeno pepper-diced (adjust this for your “heat tolerance index”) 
 1 tomato-chopped 

 1 pre-cooked grilled chicken breast (season with a little Mexican seasoning when originally cooking)-

sliced into thin strips 

 Optional: Sprinkle some dried Mexican seasoning if your chicken was not seasoned when originally 

cooked 

 Optional: Splash of beer or other liquid if pre-cooked chicken is dry (get fun info in The Beer Bible!) 

 

In a second pan, toast the tortillas 

While the chicken mixture is heating in one pan, get your second pan going. Use a dry pan (you want to toast 

the tortilla to crunchy consistency) and once the pan is heated, place one tortilla in the pan. Cover the tortilla 

with the shredded cheese and the heated chicken mixture. Now it’s time to add the second tortilla; just place 
it on the top of the stack (sort of like a lid.) 

 2 large tortillas 

 ½ c shredded cheddar cheese 

 

Flip it. Add your favorite toppings. Serve. 

When the bottom tortilla is crisp and slightly brown, it’s time to flip it. Flipping this might be a bit of a 
challenge so watch my video for tips. Toast second side, slide out of pan, slice for serving, add toppings. 

 Fresh cilantro-chopped (this is a must in our family, we like a lot so we use a whole bunch) 

 Dollop of sour cream (optional) 

 Side of salsa (optional) 

 Slice up your favorite peppers (optional—this part is for the heat-freaks in your crowd, get pepper tips 

in The Field Guide to Peppers book. 
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See the entire blog post with camp cooking tips at 

http://www.campingforfoodies.com/video-set-day-fast-easy-

chicken-quesadillas-camping-recipe-camping-foodies/ 
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